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January 11 2024 Capricorn NewMoon:

On January 11th 2024, we have a Capricorn New Moon, and this is the

first lunation in the new year. It's fittingly in Capricorn, the sign ruling our

long-term goals and plans, so we can give more attention to the goals

we have for the year, the plans we need to put together, and can feel

more ambitious and disciplined. We can take a practical approach to

whatever we work on, and can have a clear view of what we can

accomplish.

Capricorn is the height of the Zodiac, so we may reach new heights with

the Capricorn New Moon. We can aspire for something new, and can

feel we hit our stride with something we've done the right way and for

the right reasons. That's the only thing with Capricorn, who is naturally

ruled by Saturn. You must do things the right way and for the right

reasons, but when you do, there can be great rewards.

Capricorn rules responsibility, and is one of the rulers of those in charge,

so we may take on new responsibilities and take the lead in some way,

but this is likely tied to the goals we're pursuing and what we're trying to

accomplish. We can work on managing existing responsibilities in better

ways, so we're better able to work with them and not feel too

overwhelmed.
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Mercury enters Capricorn two days after this New Moon on January 13th,

and this is where Mercury first began its retrograde period on December

13th. Mercury is no longer moving backward as of January 1st, and is

moving faster by the 8th. By the time the New Moon rolls around, we're

almost fully clear of the retrograde, and the New Moon can help us pick

back up anything we dropped when the retrograde started, or make

progress with anything that got stalled.

There is also a Capricorn stellium for this New Moon, and a stellium is

when 3 or more planets are in one Zodiac sign. Mars enters Capricorn on

January 4th, joining the Sun and Pluto, and then Mercury joins in on the

13th. Stelliums are concentrated energy focused on the sign they're in,

so this gives extra attention to Capricorn. This stellium starts January 4th

and lasts until the 20th.

But this is even stronger because Pluto is anaretic in Capricorn. There

are 30 degrees in every Zodiac sign, and the last degree is 29 degrees.

This is called the anaretic degree, and is supercharged energy. In transit,

this can be crisis energy, and we can feel a huge push to take action.

The trouble is, we may not be too smart about it as we're rushing and

more impulsive, so we have to make sure we're taking some time to

think it through. Remember that we have to do things the right way and

for the right reasons with Capricorn, otherwise it doesn't work out so

well.
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Pluto is moving to Aquarius on January 20th, so it's anaretic starting

December 19th until January 20th in Capricorn. Those first few days have

Mercury retrograde in Capricorn and the Sun entering Capricorn, so

mid-December likely comes with some big developments that might

seem sudden. Things can flip quickly though, and may not pick back up

again with whatever occurs until January, when Mars enters Capricorn.

Mars is the planet of energy and drive, so we're way more energized and

ready to take the initiative. Again, just have to be smart about it.

The New Moon is trine, which is a beneficial aspect, Uranus in Taurus.

Uranus is the planet of change and the unexpected, so we can work

well at balancing this with the traditional energy of Capricorn. We can

understand when it's the right time to go with the norm, and when it's

the right time to embrace the unconventional. We can work on change

in disciplined ways, and we can get a fresh perspective on our plans.

For everyone, look at any Capricorn parts of your natal chart to gauge

the impact of the Capricorn new moon. For those who are a little more

advanced, also consider your progressed and return charts, and if in a

relationship, your composite chart.

By sign, Aries may have extra focus on your goals with the Capricorn

New Moon, and you can feel pushed to take action while you still have

the chance to do so. Take some time to do your homework first, and go

over your plans carefully. Being smart helps you keep going once you
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get started, and you can hit new heights quickly. Make the most of

discipline, and be practical and focused.

Taurus can make the most of opportunities to have new experiences

with the Capricorn New Moon, and you can go about them in disciplined

ways to maximize. You can feel more open to adventure and exploration,

and you can learn more from the life experiences you have. You can be

more optimistic about life, and have a solid view of the big picture,

which can show you what's possible for you now.

Gemini may work on a transformation with the Capricorn New Moon,

and this can be a new one that you work on quickly and get done fast, or

it might be one you've been working on for some time but get to make

major strides with now. This can be empowering for you, and you can

feel stronger, more willful, and more determined than ever. This can help

you come back from anything you need to, and you can thrive under

challenging conditions.

Cancer can give more attention to your relationships with the Capricorn

New Moon, and you can make decisions about important commitments

to people and projects. Being better balanced can also be more of a

priority, and this can help you feel more decisive. You can be more

willing to make compromises, and can be good at negotiating and

mediating. Make the most of your charm and tact to improve existing

connections and bring new people to your life.
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Leo may strive to get more done with the Capricorn New Moon, and you

can get organized, create a new schedule, and get yourself back on

track after you might've been off track with the retrograde. You might

take advantage of an opportunity to succeed with a project that you've

been working on for a while, and you can get attention for what you do.

You can also focus on tending to the little things and being healthier.

Virgo can pursue creative projects and ventures with the Capricorn New

Moon, and you can make strides with what you've already started which

can lead to more power and control for you, or you can start new

ventures that you're passionate about. You can be inspired in new ways,

and you can be ready to take action. You can be more comfortable

getting attention, and praise may find you.

Libra may focus on something you're working on from the ground up

with the Capricorn New Moon, and this can make you feel in control. You

can make strides if you've already been working on it for a while, and

done things the right way. If you embark on a new venture, you can

challenge your passionate emotions into it, and your emotions can

inspire you. Take some time to strengthen yourself internally.

Scorpio can focus on your ideas with the Capricorn New Moon, and may

find that you can make strides and succeed with an idea you've been

working on for some time. Any new ideas can be ones you're passionate
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about pursuing, and you can take control quickly. Your mind can be

powerful and beneficial, and you can think yourself out of jams, and

come up with ways to improve life that are transformative.

Sagittarius may take time to improve your confidence and sense of

security with the Capricorn New Moon. This might mean bringing more

stability to chaotic areas, being more present, and slowing down. You

can also be more resourceful, and can work to take control of the

resources you have, and come up with ways to get new resources.

Ground yourself, connect with the moment, and have an abundant

mindset.

Capricorn can focus on what you want for yourself with the New Moon

in your sign, and this can be a great time for a fresh start. You might want

to pick back up something you began at the start of Mercury retrograde

but didn't get anywhere with, and you can take a smart, disciplined

approach with it now. A new journey you've already embarked on can

lead to new insights and important developments, making you more

powerful and in control.

Aquarius may take time to work on things by yourself with the Capricorn

New Moon, and this energy with the Capricorn stellium is definitely time

for you to prepare. All four of these planets are moving to your sign next,

and Pluto is the big one who signals a whole new journey in your life.

Get yourself ready for that. and clear out anything that you need to get
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rid of, finish anything that needs to be done, and get extra rest as things

might pick up quickly in a few weeks.

Pisces can work on changes with the Capricorn New Moon, and

changes you've already been working on can make strides, and you can

see new opportunities coming your way as a result. Any new changes

you start can be ones you're passionate about. Changes in general can

transform your life now, and empower you. You can work independently,

and can embrace taking an unconventional approach. This can restore

your hope and faith in your dreams for the future.

So that's it! Wishing you love, luck, and pixie dust with the Capricorn new

moon!
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January 25 2024 Leo Full Moon:

On January 25th 2024, we have a Leo Full Moon, and this is our first Full

Moon for the year. Leo is the sign of love and creativity, so while Full

Moons tend to be more emotional, Leo wants to enjoy itself more and

not focus on the serious too much. So, we're looking to have fun.

We can feel inspired with the Leo Full Moon, and this can help us

creatively, so it can be a great time to work on creative projects and

ventures. We can make strides, and we may finish one or more creative

projects.

Leo rules who and what we love, so Leo Full Moons can help us grow

closer with those we love, and we want to strengthen the spiritual

connection we have with them. If we don't feel that connection, we may

pull away a little bit. We can make more time to be with those we love,

and we can spend more time doing the things we love.

We may get a little dramatic at times though since Leo does love drama,

and this can happen if we feel insecure about something, or if we feel

we're not getting the praise and attention we deserve. We need to work

on our confidence on our own without the need for external validation.

This Full Moon is square, which is a challenging aspect, transit Jupiter in

Taurus, and this kind of adds to the idea that we're not super interested
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in anything serious and intense. Jupiter wants us to relax a little, take a

beat, and maybe indulge, so we do have to watch for being prone to

excess.

This little break likely helps us to make the most of the energy that is

starting right after this Full Moon as Pluto and the Sun enter Aquarius 5

days before on January 20th. Pluto is at the start of a new Pluto cycle,

and we're heading into an Aquarius stellium with Mercury entering

Aquarius on February 5th. Stelliums occur when three or more planets

are together in one Zodiac sign, and this is highly concentrated energy

for whatever the sign rules.

Add in that the ruler of Aquarius, Uranus, ends its retrograde two days

after the Full Moon, which clears the Aquarius energy and allows it to

operate freely. At that point, all planets will be moving forward, even

Ceres and Chiron, which lasts for over two months and signals a time to

gain momentum.

Put it all together, and you've got what will likely be the best period of

the year for making strides, success, and jumpstarting big new ventures.

This leads into the next lunation, the Aquarius New Moon on February

9th, and it's full steam ahead, all signs pointing forward.

So, the Leo Full Moon wants us to pause a little bit to make sure we're

connected to our hearts and our creative selves before we embark on
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this grand adventure. Work on confidence, take a moment to yourself to

have a little fun, and remind yourself to find joy in this next phase of life.

For everyone, look at any Leo parts of your natal chart to gauge the

impact of the Leo Full Moon. For those who are a little more advanced,

also consider your progressed and return charts, and if in a relationship,

your composite chart.

By sign, Aries may want to take some time for a little getaway, or to have

fun with loved ones or a hobby with the Leo Full Moon. Big changes are

coming in your life, so enjoy the moment for now. By being more joyful

in the present, you can get inspired, which helps you with your next

moves.

Taurus can get in tune with your emotions with the Leo Full Moon, and

this can be a good time to take care of your emotional needs, and work

on strengthening yourself internally. There's sure to be a lot of external

focus coming for you as you navigate a new path in life, so making sure

you're in a good place internally can be of great assistance.

Gemini may sort through your ideas and finish up plans with the Leo Full

Moon, and this helps clear the path for you to go big with new

opportunities and experiences to come. You can work quickly and stay

active. You may want to talk things over with someone, and this helps

clear your mind some more.
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Cancer can focus on improving stability and security with the Leo Full

Moon, and this helps you feel more in control and confident. Major

transformations are likely coming for your life, so approaching that from

a solid, secure place can be a good thing for you. Take your time, and

move when you're ready.

Leo may want to take care of yourself with the Full Moon in your sign,

and the upcoming energy is focused a lot on your connections and

relationships, so taking time now to work on yourself can be good.

Focus on your own needs and desires, and work on helping yourself out,

managing stress, and improving confidence.

Virgo can take some time to yourself to get more rest and recharge with

the Leo Full Moon. Life's about to get very busy for you, and you're

going to have a lot on your plate, so getting rest and replenishing

yourself now can help. Focus on what you can finish or release, and be

more reflective.

Libra may work on making changes with the Leo Full Moon, and you can

focus on finishing up changes you've already been working on, and

getting small changes done that can be worked on quickly. You can take

an unconventional approach to anything you need to work on, and can

give yourself some distance from anything challenging emotionally.
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Scorpio can make strides and experience some success with the Leo

Full Moon, and you may hit new heights with something you've been

working on for some time and have done the right way. This can help set

you up externally as you give more attention to personal matters with

the upcoming energy.

Sagittarius may want to have the space to do what you want with the

Leo Full Moon, and you can open up to new experiences and feel

bolder. You may want to think big, and this can be a good time to focus

on big ideas and finish up big plans as you give more attention to the

little things with the upcoming energy.

Capricorn can do research into something you need to know more

about, make use of passionate and intense energy, and find solutions

with the Leo Full Moon. Upcoming energy may slow things down and be

more practical, so now would be the time to work on anything requiring

intensity. Solving problems also makes room for greater stability and

security.

Aquarius may focus on your relationships with the Leo Full Moon, and

you can spend more time with others and improve your connections or

deepen commitments. Much of the upcoming energy is focused on

yourself and your own wants and needs, so take the time with this Full

Moon to make sure your connections are solid and secure.
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Pisces can be extra productive with the Leo Full Moon, and you can

tackle small tasks, projects, and chores to get them out of the way. You

can be practical and focused on the mundane, and get yourself

organized, which can be helpful with upcoming energy. This can also be

a good time to take care of yourself physically, and do any routine

maintenance.

So that's it! Wishing you love, luck, and pixie dust with the Leo Full

Moon!


